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INTRODUCTION
This tariff guide aims to collect the whole of working tariffs at RVA at the date of its
appearance. It’s destined at first to managerial staff of RVA and to airport shipmasters.
It can also be used externally by being communicated to clients or prospects to inform them in a
detailed manner and exhaustive about royalties, services and various allowances related to some
activity on our platforms or in the Congolese airspace.
All amounts in this guide are expressed in USD (US Dollars). The payments can be done in
Congolese francs basing upon the prevailing exchange rate at the date of the bill payment.
All tariffs appearing in the guide have been subjected to an official decision in good shape and
have been validated by competent authorities. The tariffs are sensitive to revision (to increment
or decrement) at any time to take into account the different parameters intervening in the
computing or in accordance with the options taken by RVA in terms of political tariffs. The
construction of each tariff is done according to the cost represented by the service offered to
RVA.
1. AIRPORT FEES
For the establishment of fees for landing, parking, and for the road, the weight of the aircraft
taken into consideration for computation is the maximum weight of the constructor MTOW
(Maximum Take-Off Weight) bore on the certificate of navigability (CDN) of the aircraft, in
the flight manual or more in an equivalent official document (VERITAS register..) meaning
MTOW is to be rounded to the greater ton.
The aeronautic fees are taken care of by the owner of the aircraft.
These cannot be imputed to another owner different from the original owner unless a declaration
to the RVA is jointly signed by the original owner and the new one.
Non-chartered companies shall pay cash all these fees while chartered companies will pay their
bills at the end of the month.
1.1.Landing fee
The landing fee matches with the use of airports’ infrastructures and equipment needed for
landing, take-off and to ground transportation. The fee is due for any aircraft that is performing a
landing operation and is computed according to the MTOW of the aircraft.
1.1.1. Landing fee – domestic traffic
 Up to 25 tons : $ 1.6 / ton => R = MTOW * 1.6 (minimal perception of $5)
 From 26 to 75 tons: $ 3.2/supplemental ton => R = 40 + (MTOW – 25)*3.2
 Beyond 75 tons: $ 4.4 / supplemental ton => R =200 + (MTOW – 75)*4.4
Increase
Considering the constraint that a prolonged opening portrays, the fee for landing is increased by
20% for each aircraft that performs a landing out of normal airport opening hours.
Exoneration – Exemption
The fee is not due for aircraft that, having left the airport for a given destination are driven to
perform a forced return (QRF) due to technical incidents or non-favorable weather conditions;
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1.2. Light markup fee
The charges are applied to air fields equipped with a light markup setup.
This fee is required for any aircraft that performs a movement (landing or take-off) on an
aerodrome whose markup has been set on. And that could be either during night or due to lack of
proper visibility or by the request of the captain, or for security reasons, or by the order of the
person responsible for the functioning of the light markup.
The rate depends on the type of light markup installed on the platform:
Amounts expressed in USD/ movement
Markup charges
Rate
Simple markup
249
By landing and/or by take-off
Markup category I
260
Markup category II
300
1.3. Aircraft parking fee
The fee for aircraft parking is required for any aircraft parking on the traffic areas (parking
stations on the tarmac) or in the air-sheds meant for maintenance (provided by RVA) in technical
zones / maintenance.
It’s computed per ton and per parking hour. The weight considered is the maximal weight of the
constructor allowed on take-off (MTOW), indicated on the certificate of the device’s
navigability. The time for parking is discounted for any aircraft between the landing and take-off
times.
Franchise
 Domestic Traffic
A franchise of two hours is given. Beyond that duration, any hour started is due.
 International traffic
No franchise is given. Any hour started is due (the minimal perception is for a hour)
Amounts expressed in USD/ movement
Parking charges
Rate
On traffic space (tarmac)
0.20
Per ton and per hour
Technical air-shed (maintenance)
0.12
Remarks:
 The management of the airport determines the location where the aircrafts can be parked.
 The charges associated to long-time parking as well as their payment modalities can be
subject of special arrangements (elaboration of a specific contract) between the
management of the airport and the users/owners of the aircrafts.
1.4. Passengers fee
The passenger fee is required for using fittings furnished for shipping, landing and receiving of
passengers and of the public.
The fee due for each flight at the beginning is computed basing upon the number of passengers
boarding.

Amounts expressed in USD/ pax
Passengers Fee
Domestic traffic
International traffic



Rate
15
25

Per passenger boarding

For passengers in connection, meaning those boarding an aircraft of a company to board
in another one of the same company with the same flight number or another flight
number different from the arrival one. The fee is 10% of the traffic provided above;
In totality, in case of company changing

Exonerations - exemptions
The fee is not due for:
 Aircraft crew members
 Passengers in direct transit waiting shortly at the airport and departing by the same
aircraft and with the same flight whose departure is indicated on the flight number of the
aircraft at arrival;
 Passengers of the aircraft performing a technical stop;
 Passengers of the aircraft performing a forced return on the aerodrome due to technical
incidents or bad weather conditions.
 Soldiers in service mission boarded on MONUSCO aircraft;
1.5. Freight charges
The freight charge is due for the utilization of fittings furnished for embarkation and
disembarkation of the cargo.
The fee, due for each flight at departure and arrival is computed basing on the
embarked/disembarked freight expressed in KG.
Amounts expressed in USD/ movement
Passengers Fee
Domestic traffic

International traffic

Rate
0.09

Per Kg of embarked/ disembarked freight
coming from an airport or aerodrome not
managed by RVA
0.036 Per Kg of embarked/ disembarked freight

Exonerations – Exemptions
The fee is not due for:
 Freight on direct transit (staying aboard of the aircraft or disembarked for another one);
 Freight of aircrafts performing technical stopover (staying aboard of the aircraft);
 Freight of aircrafts performing a forced return on the aerodrome due to technical
incidents or bad weather conditions.
1.6. Security fees
The security fee aims in a global manner to contribute to improve security conditions on the
platforms.
The amounts perceived help to finance investments in terms of security.
The fee applies to aircrafts with 20 places and more, on domestic flights at departure.
The due is computed basing upon the number of passengers boarding.
Amounts expressed in USD/pax
Security Fee

Rate

Fee

5

Per passenger boarding

1.7. Safety Fee
The safety fee aims in general manner to contribute to improving safety conditions on the
platforms.
The amounts perceived help to finance investments in terms of safety.
The amount due is computed on the basis of the number of passengers boarding according to the
following rules:
Amounts expressed in USD/ KG
Safety Fee
Domestic traffic: passenger boarding national airport or aerodrome
Domestic traffic: passenger boarding international airport and assimilated
International traffic: passenger boarding
on an international flight

Rate
3
6

Per passenger boarding

10

Exonerations – Exemptions
Rules identical to the on applied for passengers fee.
2. IDEF
IDEF (Infrastructure Development Fund) came into application on 30 March 2009 and
corresponds to a contribution of passengers and transporters of freight in favor of development,
modernization or rehabilitation of infrastructures and aeronautic fittings of RVA, as well as more
generally to facilitate and secure the aero-transport of the DRC.
This contribution is perceived either on specialized cash desks of banks or financial institutions
designated by the RVA in airports, or in offices located at various sites. It is planned later on,
from the provision of appropriate mechanism that this charge is included as part of the air ticket
cost.
2.1. IDEF passengers
The rate of the IDEF to settle by the passengers is arranged as followed:
Amounts expressed in USD/ KG
IDEF passengers
Domestic traffic: (national flight)
International traffic (international flight)

Rate
10
50

Per passengers embarking or disembarking
from an airport or aerodrome not managed
by the RVA

Exonerations
The charges are not due to:
 Aircraft crew members
 Passengers in direct transit waiting shortly at the airport and departing by the same
aircraft and with the same flight whose departure is indicated on the flight number of the
aircraft at arrival;
 Passengers of the aircraft performing a technical stop;
 Passengers of the aircraft performing a forced return on the aerodrome due to technical
incidents or bad weather conditions.
 Passengers on MONUSCO flights (non-MONUSCO passengers borrowing in a special
way MONUSCO flights won't be exonerated);
2.2. IDEF freight
The IDEF rate to be settled per freight is planned as followed:
Amounts expressed in USD/ KG
IDEF freight
Domestic traffic (national flight)
International traffic (international flight)
International traffic (international flight)

Rate
0.009 Per KG of embarked freight
0.005 Per KG of embarked freight
0.070 Per KG of embarked freight

Exonerations –Exemptions
The charge is not required for:
 Freight in direct transit (remaining on the aircraft);
 Freight of aircrafts preforming a technical stopover (remaining on the aircraft);
 Freight of the aircraft performing a forced return on the aerodrome due to technical
incidents or bad weather conditions.
 Passengers on MONUSCO flights (non-MONUSCO passengers borrowing in a special
way MONUSCO flights won't be exonerated
3. Aero-navigation services fee (road and hovering)
The road charge is perceived for use in aids and services in road provided by the RVA in greater
space (>FL 245) and/or in lower space (<FL 245) no matter the departure points (or entry point)
and the destination (or exit point) in the Congolese aerospace.
The flights coming from or going to airports not managed by the RVA are not exonerated from
payment of the road charge. The fee is applied to VFR and IFR flights.
The amount to be paid is determined based upon the following formula:
R = UR * D / 100 * sqrt (MTOW/50)
Where:
R = Road fee
UR= Unit Rate
D = Distance traveled (in km)
MTOW = Maximum Take-Off Weight
Sqrt = Square root of
The Unit Rate (UR) is as:
a) Greater space (>FL 245) : $ 48 (on-road control service)
b) Lower space (<FL 245) : $ 25 (Information service)
The minimal distance considered for billing is 300km
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Penalties
1. In case of missing information or wrong statements given by the client, the bill due to the
RVA will be done as followed:
-

Lading fee (domestic and international traffic): the MTOW of the heaviest aircraft
operated by the user
Parking: the MTOW of the heaviest aircraft operated by the user

-

Tax related to usage of airport terminal fittings:
o Passengers: number of billed passengers will match with the maximal capacity
of the heaviest aircraft operated by the user or by default data constructor
o Freight: the billed quantity will match with the maximal capacity of the
heaviest aircraft operated by the user or by default data constructor

-

Tax for services of aero navigation (road): the road billed will correspond to the
greater space FLR>245, to the MTOW of the heaviest aircraft operated by the user
and to the longest distance traveled by the owner.
The bill compiled basing upon the above penalties is definitive and cannot be corrected even if
the user/ owner provides after the billing some missing information.
2. In default of payment in the deadlines given in the departmental order 85/001 of January
2nd, 1985 about modalities on billing and collection of taxes and other amounts due to the
RVA, the subsequent increases will be applied from the due date to the day of the
payment:
- + 10% on the amount for the first month indivisible
- +15% on the amount of the second month indivisible and by later months indivisible
Beyond the three months to be considered in the reception of bills if the aeronautic taxes and
increases are not received by the RVA, the latter will pursue the collection in the conditions
provided by the law.
Furthermore, the following administrative proceedings might be taken against its indebted:
a) Denial to take-off decided by the general administrative director of the RVA until
payment of the due amounts
b) In case of recidivism in the year, withholding of the operational license decided by the
minister of transport and means of communication on proposal of the general
administrative director of the RVA until regulation of the situation.

c) Temporary or permanent prohibition of hovering of DRC’s territory decided by the
minister of transport and means of communication on proposal of the general
administrative director of the RVA, for aircraft not based in the DRC.

Acronyms:
AIP
CA
CDN
DGDA
FL
IDEF
MMD
MTOW
NOTAM
OCC
ONT
PAX
PMAD
VIP
ZP
ZR

Aeronautical Information Publication
Chiffre d’affaires / Turnover
Certficat de Navigabilite / Navigability Certificate
Direction Generale des Douanes et Accises/ Head Office for Customs and Excise
Flight Level
Infrastructure Development Fund
Masse Maximum de Decollage / Maximum Take-Off Mass
Maximum Take-Off Weight
Notice To Air-Men
Office Congolais de Controle / Congolese Office of Control
Office National de Tourisme/ National Office for Tourism
Passager / Passenger
Poids Maximum Authorise au Decollage/ Maximum Take-Off Weight
Very Important Person
Zone Publique / Public Zone
Zone Reservee / Reserved Zone

